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ABSTRACT Bitcoin is a decentralized digital currency without a central bank or single administrator sent

from user to user on the peer-to-peer bitcoin blockchain network without intermediaries’ need. In this Bitcoin

trend analysis work, initial attributes are considered from five sectors based on financial, social, token,

network, and that count to thirteen attributes. The thirteen attributes considered are price, volume, market

cap, a mean dollar invested age, social volume, social dominance, development activity, transaction volume,

token age consumed, token velocity, token circulation, market value to realized value, and realized cap.

We apply the attribute selection and trend analysis mapped with potential seven attributes: Price, Volume,

Market Cap, Social Dominance, Development Activity, Market Value to Realized Value & Realized Cap.

We have conducted Nonlinear Autoregressive with External Input analysis considering seven attributes.

The work employed three training algorithms to train a neural network as Levenberg-Marquard, Bayesian

Regularization, and Scaled Conjugate Gradient algorithm. The Error histogram and regression plots results

indicate that the Bayesian Regularized Neural Network is showing good performance and thus provides a

better forecast.

INDEX TERMS Bitcoin, market cap, neural network, realized cap, nonlinear autoregressive with external

input (narx), neural network (NN), Levenberg-Marquard (LM), Bayesian Regularization (BR), Scaled

Conjugate Gradient (SCG), Bayesian Regularized Neural Network (BRNN).

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years’ passion for blockchain technology research is

increasing. The idea of Blockchain comes from transferring

digital things securely from one to another without trusting

the central authority. Blockchain is the collection of blocks

of verified digital information that stores the transaction

details. Every block has a unique hash code; unalterable once

added on the Blockchain. This record-keeping cryptographic

technology is a secure, decentralized, distributed, transpar-

ent public ledger. It has been used in many applications

such as banking sectors, crypto-currency, healthcare record

management, supply chain, enhancing education and learn-

ing, entertainment, social networking, and voting system.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Zhan Bu .

Cryptocurrency refers to the digital cash value depending

on the supply and demand of any product, which stores the

Blockchain’s transaction details. In a few decades, the buyers

will do all financial transactions without ready cash. The

stock market, Climate forecast, Gold market, and so on are

the various vital sectors that rely on the data.

Bitcoin is one of the crypto-currencies powered by

blockchain developed by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 [1]. The

bitcoin protocol is the predominant real-world application

that elevates the blockchain technology as in height. This

new electronic cash system built over on hash-based proof

of work. Hence this secure currency exchange booms the

crypto-currency arena and is turned to the investment assets.

The growth of crypto-currencies is increased on a large scale.

In general, other than the well-known bitcoin is called alt-

coins such as Ethereum, Tether, and Litecoin. Hence, the new
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FIGURE 1. Top-10 Crypto-Currencies by Market Capitalization [28].

coin is generated for a verified transaction asset and added to

the chain as on the witness of proof. The global blockchain

market size is an upswing of around $65 billion by 2025. IBM

is one of the biggest companies to drive this distributed ledger

to reach a peak point. IBM, Microsoft, and Accenture are

the top market-leading companies for trading their financial

clients to blockchain services.

On 22nd May 2010, the first bitcoin was used for the

documented transaction of 2 Pizza purchase and delivery

at the rate of $41. For which 10,000 bitcoins were used

for $41. But, as of now, the price of 1 bitcoin is $9,353.

For example, if an investor invests $1000 in the market for

24.39 bitcoin on that date of pizza purchasing, they have

earned $228,119.67 (24.39 ∗ $9,353) within ten years. The

investment in crypto-currency returns a high impact over

the minimum time interval. But it varies over on different

coins [2]. Hence, a lot of research is going on crypto-currency

based in different sectors with various problems.

As of 29th January 2020, there are 5,075 crypto-currencies

registered in the popular [28]. Figure 1 states that the top

10 cryptocurrencies by market capitalization. As of date,

the total market cap is $257,091,894,877.

The market cap is calculated by the product of the circulat-

ing supply and price of a coin. For instance, the Bitcoin coin

has around 18,187 coins in circulation, and the price of each

coin is $9,573, so the market cap of bitcoin is around $170

billion. Compared with the Ethereum coin, even the circula-

tion of bitcoin is lower, but it is higher in price, and hence the

market cap is high. In the reverse case, even the Tether coin’s

price is lower than Litecoin, but it gets a higher market cap

depending on higher circulation. So, market capitalization is

an important attribute than the price for an indication of a

specific asset. Likewise, there is a need for determining the

importance of features and selection.

Most of the researches has been done by employing the

strength of machine learning (ML) algorithms. Moreover,

such predictive models of the stock market are suitable

for analyzing crypto-currency coins’ features [3]. Mean-

while, the ML algorithms have been applied partially to

analysis on crypto-currency coins [4], NN-based meth-

ods as Bayesian neural network (BNN) [5], long-short

term memory (LSTM), and recurrent NN (RNN) [6], and

other algorithms. Among these and other concerns, research

studies suggest that the NN algorithm provides a bet-

ter result in predicting Bitcoin price and analysis on the

crypto-currency

Market [7]. Hence this proposal practiced the time series

analysis onBitcoin price prediction usingNN. Bayesianmod-

els demonstrated their impact on the monetary subordinate

protection examination [39]. The arrangement of Blockchain,

the main innovation of Bitcoin, recognizes Bitcoin from other

fiat monetary forms and is straightforwardly identified with

Bitcoin’s market interest. To the most amazing aspect, our

insight, notwithstanding macroeconomic factors, direct uti-

lization of Blockchain data, for example, hash rate and block

creation rate, has not been explored to depict the cycle of

Bitcoin cost.

The primary contribution of this analysis is:

1) Bitcoin Trends plugs out significant features of Bitcoin

and how it will affect the Bitcoin market.

2) Based on our condensedwork, the past historical values

are playing a vital role in this kind of non-linear time

series analysis and found the NN stands as the optimal

algorithm.
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3) We contribute the comparative examination of the LM,

BR, and SCG algorithm and conclude the BR has func-

tioned as satisfactory with a low error rate.

4) Lastly, this proposed work will encourage predict-

ing factors that make the trend in the cryptocurrency

market.

II. RELATED WORK

There is a lot of interest in analyzing crypto-currencies

growth and contemporary issues in present interdisciplinary

research studies. Most investors invest in gold to increase

their assets and are considered safe. Now it’s turned into

bitcoin aside since it is also a surrogate currency to buy and

sell products in a secure digital system. This decentralized

system has isolated the banking system and monetary strate-

gies; however, the gain and loss are subject to contenders’

decisions in the market. Onside, the participants can view

the number of bitcoins, daily transactions, and predictabil-

ity of price and such related to making the right decision.

Researchers in [8] analyzed gold and bitcoin’s co-movement

using DCC-GARCH and Wavelet coherence methods since

these two investments’ uncertainty. They determined that

in previous years gold returns headed than bitcoin later

2014-2015, this movement is to reverse in the short running

of time.

Reference [22] introduced a point-by-point conversation of

the key trust issues in the whole digital money environment

& proposed various prompt, present moment & long-term

arrangements. Reference [23] presented a novel methodol-

ogy for de-anonymizing Bitcoin by utilizing supervised ML

to anticipate the kind of yet-unidentified elements. Refer-

ence [24] suggested a two-level pipeline hardware engineer-

ing for the SHA256. Reference [25] investigated the data

stream among Bitcoin & its split markets. Reference [26]

attempted to make scientists & professionals aware of the

present status of consensus protocols examination & meant

to investigate the exploration presenting new consensus pro-

tocols to empower a more brought together treatment. Ref-

erence [27] investigated data streams between bitcoin costs

& other monetary resources in 27 nations, demonstrating that

bitcoin collaborates with monetary resources.

Meanwhile, many researchers analyzed many crypto-

currencies and determined that it is a credible financial asset

and its price has fluctuated in a short interval [9]. Authors

in [10] discussed whether the bitcoin is either currency or

property concerned with a taxable income and follows the

IRS guidelines of the secondary sources. Like, the nominated

proof-of-assets verification for exchange in a secure network

is to be measured on cyber criminality basis [11]. Hence,

plenty of research is on crypto-currency such as sustain-

ability, regulation, taxation, cyber criminality, diversification

benefits, digital currency efficiency, market share, market

volatility, price volatility, price discovery, and product atten-

tion in social media. For which, the information is gathered

from many data sources such as [29]–[37].

Many kinds of research are especially about crypto-

currency price prediction models and associated experimen-

tal analysis on price volatility. The flexible mechanisms

have been used for the investigation with several factors.

The various ML techniques, specific deep learning (DL)

techniques, and other traditional methods have been pro-

jected on crypto-currency-based research. Reference [12]

initiated to analyze the relationship between bitcoin terms

with Google Trends and Wikipedia. The query-based on

‘Bitcoin’ or ‘bitcoin’ is searched roar at both servers around

2013, still, it is increasing. These searches could be made

by researchers, fund managers, developers, market analyzers,

or regulators.

The price of Bitcoin is varied in a minute; hence this time

series data has been investigated by BNN to forecast the log

price and volatility. It provides better accuracy than Support

Vector Regression [5]. This research combines the statistical

model GARCH and the ML technique SVR and analyzes the

daily and hourly frequencies of crypto-currency prices such

as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Dash. Also, they compared the

frequency of prices in the US dollar of fiat currency such

as Euro, Pound, and Yen. They proved that SVR-GARCH

provides better accuracy than other GARCH methods by

obtaining less error value of the Diebold-Mariano predictive

test.

Researchers in [37], [38] gave a best-in-class review over

Bitcoin-related advances & summarize different difficulties.

Researchers in [13] developed the prediction model for the

Ethereum coin, in which the Linear Regression (LR) model

does not provide better accuracy in prediction. Then, the Sup-

port Vector Machine (SVM) employed a radial basis kernel

to produce better accuracy. They suggest that the best month

for investment is founded on experimental results. According

to the following attributes, authors in [14] proposed a Bitcoin

prediction model such as open, close, low, and high exchange

data daily. Approximately, out of 86 input attributes, the best

20 attributes are picked out. These attributes are selected

based on five different correlation analyses, relief technique,

Information Gain method, Principal Component Analysis

(PCA), and correlation-based feature subset selection. Fur-

ther, they achieved high accuracy prediction by SVM rather

than RNN with Tree classifier.

Authors in [15] employed the DL approaches such as

CNN (Convolutional Neural Network), hybrid CNN-LSTM

(Long-Short Term Memory), MLP (Multi-Layer Percep-

tron), and radial basis NN to predict the high trend of six

crypto-currencies including Bitcoin, Dash, Ethereum, Lite-

coin, Ripple and Monero. They suggest that LSTM provides

better results than others. Moreover, the trend of Ether and

Bitcoin is easily predictable for the rest of them.

Much of the research related to employing the prediction of

Bitcoin price and compared different models. In parallel, such

a proposal was raised to analysis on Bitcoin versus altcoins

with specific methods. Sometimes a unique model doesn’t

produce better results in the prediction of crypto-currencies

problems. Hence, a hybrid model has been raised to achieve
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FIGURE 2. Bibliometric map for cryptocurrency journal.

the best solution like LSTM, EWT (EmpiricalWavelet Trans-

form) decomposition techniques, and cuckoo search algo-

rithm optimization [16].

These researchers in [17] proposed a prediction model for

finding the closing price of Bitcoin using NARX. In this

model, selected attributes except closing price are consid-

ered as an external input. Hence, the number of input nodes

depends on the number of input attributes; one output node

designates the closing price on the next day. The number of

hidden nodes selected depends on trial and error but limited

between the count of input and output nodes. They prac-

ticed both one-step-ahead prediction (next day) and long-term

prediction (31 days). Here, 31 output nodes were used for

forecasting the closing price of Bitcoin for the next 31 days.

Meanwhile, the ARIMA (Auto-Regressive Integrated Mov-

ing Average) model is practiced for predicting the closing

price of the next day. The performance wasmeasured byMSE

(Mean Squared Error) and MAE (Mean Absolute Error) to

compare these three models.

Moreover, they identified the best model for Bitcoin

prediction as NARX proved by analyzing autocorrelation,

cross-correlation, and residual histogram plot. Finally, they

suggested that the NARX model is the best model for

long-step forecasting. A similar ARIMA model is best suited

for one-step prediction since it requires fewer data and cost-

efficient [18].

Recent research studies concentrate on the bitcoin

price; they still, need accurate prediction models. Figure 2

shows the bibliometric map drawn with Vosviewer of

cryptocurrency-related journals and their related fields as

potential work to be done.

III. PROPOSED WORK

Here we are presenting our approach with all the details.

A. DATASET DESCRIPTION

The data set is generated from an application sanbase in

(https://santiment.net/). Santiment is the platform for both

beginners and experts of investors as well as researchers.

It provides the market data of crypto-currency, Blockchain,

and different analyses. From where the time series data of

the year 2019 is collected for this proposed work. Here,

financial-based attribute price, volume and market cap,

coin-based development activity, social-based social dom-

inance, and social activity, token-based attributes such as

transaction volume, token age consumed, token velocity and

token circulation, and network value-based market value to

realized value and realized cap is considered to generate the

dataset for this proposed work. Market cap is an important

metric to measure the value of the security. It can be defined

as the product of the current price and existing shares on

hand. A similar, realized gap is defined as the total amount

expended to buy the coin by entire investors. Then profit or

loss for an investor can be calculated by the attribute market

value to realized value. For instance, this value is 2 means an

investor or coin purchaser will double their opening purchase

amount. Nowadays, most of the discussion of everything has

happened on social media such as Twitter, Facebook, Reddit,

Bitcointalk.org, etc. It is the best platform to promote business

value for investors. Some online tools such as volume and

crypto-metrics have reduced the difficulty of collecting social

volume metrics from different websites. In crypto-currency,

a token represents the encoded record of the transaction on

a blockchain block. Token velocity represents the average

number of times that a token changes wallet each day. If the

token velocity is high, a particular token is used in transac-

tions frequently at certain intervals.

Meanwhile, the distinctive tokens are counted to measure

the token circulation of each day. Table 1 describes the

attributes that are collected from sentiment for this proposed

work.

Figure 3 narrates the workflow of the proposed method

over the cryptocurrency data of Table 1.

B. ATTRIBUTE SELECTION

Attribute selection is the predominant step in data set anal-

ysis. Generally, it employs two steps which are attribute

evaluator and search mechanism. Among the set of attributes,

certain attributes are significant concerns to the target out-

put or categorized labels. Likewise, the search mechanism

analyses and directs the relevant group of attributes to

work together and seeded as significant. Meanwhile, cer-

tain attribute evaluators are employed with certain search

mechanisms. For instance, Correlation Attribute Evaluator

(CAE) is compatible with the Ranker search method. CAE

method estimates the Pearson correlation between the spe-

cific attribute and class and measures an attribute’s wealth.
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TABLE 1. Attribute Description.

When low correlation or close to 0 comes, then drop that

certain attribute. Hence remaining positive (nearest to +1)

or negative (nearest to -1) correlated with specific attributes

will be considered. The Ranker Search Method (RSM) works

to sort the attributes according to the result of CAE. While

practicing these combinations in a dataset of this present

work, some attributes are correlated such as date, market

cap, price, social dominance, development activity, mar-

ket value to realize the value, and other attributes left out

from this selection. This sensitive result is achieved fast

because it removes the irrelevant attributes and retains the rest

of them.

Moreover, the RSM works with such evaluation meth-

ods as Relief Attribute Evaluator (RAE), Gain Ratio, and

Entropy. This present work practices the following combina-

tion as RSM and RAE to identify the significant attributes.

By default, nothing has been discarded. The Ranker method

rate the attribute high to low depends on the evaluation

method’s evaluation score. The RAE method detects the

attribute dependencies by deriving the indirect interactions

among all the nearest neighbor concept attributes. The

attribute score is decreased when the value of the dif-

ference between attributes and neighbor instances in the

same class.

Similarly, the evaluation score is increased in the neigh-

bor instance, indifferent class. This filtering algorithm works

without pairwise comparison; moreover, it can detect relevant

attributes in large features of the dataset [19]. RAE can

FIGURE 3. Proposed workflow.

drive in both discrete and continuous data. It requires low

polynomial time and also doesn’t rest on a heuristic. While

applying the combination of RSM and RAE in the present

work evaluation, it recognized the relevant attributes as date,

mean dollar invested age, development activity, market value

to realized value, volume, and market cap.

Correlation-based Feature Subset Evaluator (Cfs Subset

Eval) detects the worth of a subset of an attribute by delib-

erating the distinct predictive skill of an attribute along with

the grade of redundancy between them. It prefers the low

inter-correlation at the subset of attributes that are highly

correlated with the target class. It ranks the attributes by

evaluating the heuristic function based on correlation [20].

Low correlated attributes with class labels are discarded

and relevant attributes are recognized with high correla-

tion. When practicing this evaluation method with the Best

First search method which lists out the relevant attributes

such as date, social dominance, development activity, trans-

action volume, token velocity, and market value to real-

ized value. According to the above evaluation mechanism,

some attributes are selected as more significant: date, price,

volume, market cap, social dominance, development activ-

ity, market value to realized value, and realized cap, by

referring to the table. Especially, the realized cap attribute

has been selected based on Kendall trend analysis and
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TABLE 2. Attribute selection approach.

cross-correlation. Other attributes are discarded in further

processing. Table 2 illustrates the selection of attributes by

various approaches. Potential attributes that contribute to the

perfect model with the right combination are mandated.

C. TREND ANALYSIS

Generally, the Mann-Kendall Trend (MKT) test analyses the

statistically significant trend in time series data, especially in

meteorology [21]. It is a non-parametric test; hence the outlier

data will not affect the results.

This rank-based MKT is applied to analyze the trend of

specific crypto-currency attributes for a series of observations

over time in this proposed work. The null hypothesis (H0)

denotes no statistical trend on particulars in the time series

data. An alternative hypothesis (Ha) defines the monotonic

increasing or decreasing trend specific over time. Consider

d1, d2, . . . , dt are t number of time series of data in particu-

lars. For instance, dj refers to the price value at time j. Next,

the Mann-Kendall statistics (S) is calculated by the given

equation 1 and 2.

S =

∑t−1

i=1

∑t

j=i+1
sign(dj − di) (1)

sign(dj − di)

=





1, (dj − di) > 0

−1, (dj − di) < 0

0, (dj − di) = 0



 (2)

Here, we calculate the difference between every data at

time t-1 and preceding data at time t. if the difference is a

positive value, it will increase the trend, else if it is negative,

it will constantly decrease the trend. It will be calculated for

t(t − 1)/2 pairs of data. Hence, the MKT statistics identify

the significance of the trend. Next, calculate the variance of

statistics is calculated by the following equation 3.

Variance(S)

=
1

18
[t(t − 1)(2t + 5) −

∑m

k=1
gk (gk − 1)(2gk + 5)] (3)

In equation (3), t refers the total number of time series

data, m refers the number of a tied group which contains a

set of samples having identical value, gk represents the total
amount of data in the kth group. Followed by, the normalized

test statistic is calculated by applying Z-transformation like

an equation 4.

Z =













S − 1

Varience (S)
1
2

, if S > 0

0, if S = 0
S + 1

Varience (S)
1
2

, if S < 0













(4)

This MKT test is applied in the generated dataset.

Table 3 lists the result of MKT for Bitcoin. Each row con-

sists of Bitcoin and corresponding statistics (S), normalized

statistics (Z), probability, and significance of trend respec-

tively. As per the result, the value of the price attribute is

increasing continuously over time. At the other end, the social

volume is a decreasing trend, and no trend for token age

consumed attribute. But the result might be varied in other

crypto-currency coins.

D. CROSS-CORRELATION TEST

A cross-correlation test is applied to test the dependency

among each attribute of Bitcoin. The table shows the correla-

tion test result, highlighting the positive correlation (> 0.5)

between two attributes. For instance, a timestamp is the

dependent attribute for many attributes such as price, market

cap, social dominance, development activity, and realized

cap. An interesting thing is market cap and price has a strong

relationship (=1) between them. Moreover, the market cap

positively correlates with social dominance, market value to

realized value, and realized cap. Table 4 provides insights

into the relationship between the attributes based on the

cross-correlation approach, and highlighted values show that

more correlation persists for that attribute. The selected fea-

tures are based on attribute evaluation + search method +

Kendall trend analysis + cross-correlation.

The features considered based on the analysis are Price,

Volume, Market Cap, Social Dominance, Development

Activity, Market Value to Realized Value & Realized Cap.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Herewe are presenting the experimental results achievedwith

all the details.

A. CORRELOGRAM

By visualizing the auto-correlation for the taken 7 variables

by plotting 95% significance interval is too evident and sup-

ports the vital impact of this for analysis. As per the study,

coefficients outside intervals are considered significant.

B. NEURAL NETWORK TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

ANN is an excellent choice to analyze this time series dataset.

Especially, this kind of non-linear problem means variation

of output is not proportionate to variation of inputs. NN is

the collection of interconnected layers with enough neurons

to model the dynamic systems with random accuracy. This

work uses NARX, the recurrent dynamic and feed-forward
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TABLE 3. Mann Kendall Test on Bitcoin.

TABLE 4. The relationship among the attribute.

network. It predicts the next value of given input and is used

for the non-linear filtering of a dynamic system. Commonly,

this prediction model is employed by historical values of

known input and output data series. This model’s training

phase uses the output as one of the inputs to train a model

and repeats as a static backpropagation system to acquire an
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FIGURE 4. Correlogram for 7-attributes.

FIGURE 5. NARX on NN.

accurate result. The figure depicts the general NARX model

recurrent connections of inputs and feedbacks. Here, n num-

ber of input time series in the Input layer as passive nodes

just given single input into multiple outputs to the hidden

layer. Hidden layers and output layers consist of active nodes

activated by activation functions such as linear, sigmoid (0-1),

and hyperbolic tangent. In general, a hyperbolic tangent is

applied in a hidden layer in the range between −1 and 1, and

linear in the output layer. This NN is trained at each stage

and produces different outputs depending onweight, bias, and

other sets of data series employed for training, validation, and

testing. Especially, weight is the deciding factor to decide the

class label of input, and bias is the adjusting factor. NARX

predicted the target given by historical values of output time

series and input time series and depicted. Figure 5 illus-

trates the structure of our proposed work in the NARX

environment.

Figure 4 depicts the visualization of the auto-correlation.

This research study employed three training algorithms

to train a NN as LM, BR, and SCG algorithm. Generally,

LM is used to solve the non-linear least square curve-fitting

problem. It is the combination of two minimization methods

which are Gauss-Newton and gradient descent methods. It is

one of the fastest algorithms with high memory utilization.

But SCG is popular because of its simplicity but slow execu-

tion in nature and suitable for the simple objective function.

BR algorithm is used to regularize the NN using Bayesian

techniques and determines the optimal parameters. These
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FIGURE 6. Error Histogram - LM.

FIGURE 7. Error Histogram – BR.

FIGURE 8. Error Histogram – SCG.

three training algorithms are practiced for this research study,

and further results are discussed in the next section. The train-

ing process will stop automatically with no improvement in

generalization, which is directed by increasing the validation

trials’ mean square error.When doing the initial configuration

and data samples changes, the NN is trained and produced

different results.

FIGURE 9. Regression – LM.

C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

For experimentation purposes, we have consideredMATLAB

R2020a. The original dataset and the reduced dataset are

taken into consideration to make the analysis. For valida-

tion and testing purposes, randomly select the data as 70%
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FIGURE 10. Regression – BR.

for training and 15% for validation and testing individually.

In our proposed approach, eight hidden neurons and two

delays were utilized.

The training data, testing data, and validation data are indi-

cated as blue, red, and green colors, respectively. As shown

in Figure 6, for LM, all validation testing errors lie

between −5.2e+10 and 6.36e+10. Similarly, in Figure 7,

for BR −4.9e+09 and 5.9e+09 and in case of Figure 8. for

FIGURE 11. Regression – SCG.

SCG −9.8e+09 and 9.43e+09. It’s very evident from the

plots that BR has minimal errors, and this NARX-BR model

is suitable for this system.

The error histogram for LM is presented in Figure 6.

The error histogram for BR is presented in Figure 7.

The error histogram for SCG is presented in Figure 8.

For analysis perspective training, testing, and all plots are

shown. The performance of BR and SCG is overwhelming
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the LM by the way of best fit around 0.99 in all the cases.

On overall consideration, the NARX-BR model is the best

suit for the system. The regression plot for LM, BR, and SCG

are illustrated in Figure 9 to Figure 11.

V. CONCLUSION

Data-driven analysis is the success of many industries work-

ing with the help of historical datasets. Many of the markets

use the hefty segregate data for deciding the near future. The

bitcoin protocol is the key real-world application that raises

the height of blockchain technology. Various attributes are

playing a role, and in the present work, applying the attribute

selection methods and trend analysis narrowed down to seven

attributes for analysis. The non-linear autoregressive network

with exogenous inputs is used, and it is a recurrent dynamic

network. For BR, LM, and SCG all validation, testing errors

lie between −4.9e+09 and 5.9e+09, for LM, −5.2e+10 and

6.36e+10, −9.8e+09 and 9.43e+09 respectively. BR pos-

sesses minimal errors. Even the regression value on the over-

all perspective, BR is showing a higher value of 0.9984. Error

histogram and regression plots indicate that the BR NN is

showing good performance.
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